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MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR A CERTAIN LINEAR DIFFERENCE SYSTEM
OF THE ELLIPTIC TYPE 1. Strong maximum principle Let G be an n-dimensional closed, "bounded domain in the Euclidean space E Q and let G^ be a finite set of points in G. Let G^ and G^ be sets of points with, the following properties: G^uG^ = G>|, G^n G^j = 0. For every point P e G^ a certain set 7T(P) C G^ -jpj" is defined that will be called the set of neighbour points of the point P in G^.
For each point P e G^ the following system of equations is defined
(1) L[u(P)]= £ [ii^I + B (P,P') P'eïïfP)
•Au(P') + 0 (P). u(P)=F(P) where u(P) = ( u s^)s-1 a c°lunin ~ vector, a(P,P') are positive real functions in G^, B(P,P') and 0(P) are real square matrices of degree m, |PP'| denotes the distance between the points P and P' in Au(P') = and *CP) is a real column vector. I Let D(P) denote a real non-singular square matrix of degree m, defined in G^. Substituting u = Dv to (1), where v = /tA 11 is a column vector« we obtain \ S Js=1 (2) rt^v]
where B^P.P' ) = D~1(P)-[a(P,P')»AD(P' ) + B(P,P' )-D(P)] and
Let us assume the following notation:
i» e(P) -the unit vector ^i.e (e(P), e(P)j « 1J in the direction of the vector v(P), defined for R(P) 4 0.
We have v(P) = R(P).e(P) and R(P) »V(v t v) = V(U~' 1 u,u) where U = U(P) = D(P).D T (P). We substitute v(P) = R(P)»e(P) into the system (2) and then "by scalar multiplication of "both sides by the vector e(P) we obtain the following equation»
(5) + (c^Pj.eCP), e(P))|.R(P) = (d" 1 (P) r'ï(P), e(P)) .
At every point Pe G^, with R(P) / 0, the: function R(P) satisfies the inequality: • R(P') + $(P) -
• (e(P').e(P)) tÎB 1 {î,P')'8(P'),e(P)) , PP' '
-84 -£ [ a(P,P')-(?(P')» ?(P')) -P'en(P) -2(B 1 (P f P')*7(P'),e(P))] +(o 1 (P).e(P),e(P)), ?(P') = Ae(P').
Equation ( •B(P,P / )'U(P / )«B T (P,P / ) + 2.0(P).tJ(P) is nonpositive definite.
Proof:
We have $(P)---J. ¡VaiP.P')* ?(P') -P'eTT(P) ya(P,P')" -.BSfiP.P'J'eiPjJ + £ (s(P).e(P), e(P) where
Henoe $ (P) sg 0 Iff S(P)<0. We have
D(P).S(P).D T (P) --J-L*[ITJ + (L*[U]) t
Hence the thesis of the lemma follows directly.
-85 -Let us introduce the.following notation: G" denotes the set of points PeG^ at which the function max c f ] R(P) reaches a maximum. Gg = U|Pj denotes the set of points PeG1 such that R(P')<R(P) for each point P'e77"(P). Condition A: if G^CG. and U7T(P) = G,, then _ Pi PeGj P G^ = Gr Condition B: let U(P) "be a real symmetric matrix positive definite in G^, and ^ a real constant such that
T where D denotes a solution of the equation U = D«D .
Theorem
(strong maximum principle) I, If there exist: a matrix U(P) and a real constant ¿l such that condition B is satisfied, then for P e G0. H * II. If condition A is satisfied and if there exist: a matrix U(P) and a constant ¿1 = 0 such that condition B is satisfied and moreover if P(P) = 0, R(P) ^ const in G^, then G2 = 0.
Proof of Theorem I. Let 77 (P) c 77 (P). We have
PÉÏÏ(PÎ-ÏÏ(P)
V^(P F P')?(P') -B*(P,P')
Ì' L -r 1 -•(B 1 (P,P').B 1 T (P,P').e(P),e(P))
e(P),e(P) .
Let PEG 2 . If fi(P) = const, in the set 77"(P)U{P}, then the theorem is true by inequality (3). Let R(P) ji const in 7r(p)u|p], Kius there exists a point P 1 such that P^eF(P) and R(P 1 )<R(P). Suppose that ^-R(P) ^VFU" 1 (P)-F(P), P(P) .
Hence, from inequality (4) we have K[R(P)J + ¿i .R(P)<0. We introduce the notations: 77~+(P)-the set of such P'e7T(P) that $ 1 (P,P')>0, IT "(P) -the set of such P'e7T(P) that (P,P') <0. The following cases will "be considered:
Heace our assumption is false. Proof of Theorem II. Suppose that G^O. Hence there exist points P and P^ such that PeG2, P eF(P), R(P^j) <R(P). As in the proof of Theorem I we consider two conditions: 7T + (P) 4 X (P) and 7T + (P) =77(P). In our case we put (U = 0 and we get that the assumption Gmax c G^ is false. Theorem II is given in paper [l] for the case U(P) = I (unit matrix) and for rectangular nebs with sufficiently small mesh. Theorems analogous to Theorems I and II for systems of differential equations are given in [2] .
Example of the matrix U(P) Example
1. Let P = P(x^,...,x n ). We suppose: 1° |x i j<1 for each Pe^, 2° if P'eTT(P) then (2.P-P')e7T(P) too, 3° a(P,P') = a(P, 2P -P'). Let dQ be a positive constant such that ||b
e,e)< £ i-a(P.P') + 4 .}/n. dQ + -S-. d^ I + 2ado.
P'eir(P) 1 a^,!' )
If the constant dQ is sufficiently small, then L*[u]<0. Example 2. Suppose: 1° n=2, 2° G^ is the set of points of the form PCx^j'Xg) = (kh,jh) where h>0 and are natural numbers (square net), 3° the points of the form (ih,0) belong to ©^, 4° |xi| <1 for Pe^, 5° 77" (P) is the set of points P^(x^+hjXg), P2(x1~h,x2), P^ix^,x2+h), P^(x1fx2-h),"6° a(P,P1) = a(P,P2) = 1, a(P,P3) = a(P,P4) = x2 a where 0<o6<1. Such systems are obtained during difference approximation of certain systems of elliptic differential equations singular on the boundary of the domain (see [3] ). 
Inequalities in the norm max
Consider a boundary problem in the set G^:
for P e r^ (6) u(P) = g 2 (P) f or P er 2 where N(P) is a real square matrix of degree m, b(P,P') are positive functions, g^(P) and g 2 (P) are real vectors and T^» are sets of points such that r^U^ = G^, r^T 2
=
We substitute u = Dv into (5). Similarly as for system
(1) we multiply each member by the matrix D (P), then substitute v = eR, and next tafce the scalar product of both sides with the vector e(P). At every point Pe/^ with R(P) ^ 0, the function R(P) satisfies the inequality
where $ 3 (P,P') = b(P,P')-(D" 1 (P).D(P').e(P'), e(P)j ,
-90 - J^ |PP'| -btP.P')-( D~1(P)-AD(P / )-Ae(P'), e(P)^
'err(P) '
+ (N^(P).e(P), e(P)j, N^P) = D"
At each point P e r2 we have where Pel, and L*[u(P)] = ]T b(P,P' ) -AU(P' )+2N(P) .U(P).
P'elT(P)
Proof: Using Lemma we have
It is sufficient to prove that inequality (9) holds in the set G2uT^Ur2.
Inequality (9) holds true in the set P^ by (8), and in the set G2 by Theorem I. Suppose that inequality (9) is false in the set i.e. suppose that there exists a point P, 6 r. such that R(P,)= max H(P), -R(PZ) >
>max \J(U" 1 g,,g, ). As in the proof of Theorem II we obtain a Peti / contradiction lit is sufficient to substitute B(P,P ) = 0, a(P.'P') = | PP'| -b(P,P)) . As before, we substitute u = Dv, v = eR into the system (10), (11), (12) and multiply both sides by the matrix D (P).
Then we take the right-hand scalar product of both sides with vector e(P), the scalar product being defined as follows:
where v denotes the complex conjugate of v. ^ At every point Pe d^u with R(P) ^ 0, the real function R(P) satisfies the equations
P'e JT(P)
Re^(P,P') IPP'I "R(P') + Re $(P) -
for p e rr These equations can be obtained from (3) where e^P) = Re(e(P)) , e 2 (P) --Im(e(P) j.
At every point we iiave = 0#
We have
2
Re $ (P) = $ S(P) » He$ 1 (P,P / ) = £$*(P,P') s=1 s=1 z 2 •
Re$ 2 (P) = £$|(P), Re$ 3 (P,P') = £]i>|(P,P')
S=1 S=1
where $ S (P), $®(P,P'),<|> f( p )»$ f( p » p ') denotes,respectively, #(P), ^(P.P'), $ 2 (P), $ 3 (P,P'), with substitution of e g (P)
for e(P) ^PeG^j . Hence, making use of Theorems i" arid ' (F^O) we obtain u(P)=0, a contradiction. Hence Re A>M : .
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